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)NTRODUCTION
   4HE 7ELSH !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENTS COMMITMENT TO DEVELOPING AN
ENTIRELY NEW APPROACH TO  EDUCATION AND TRAINING IN 7ALES WAS SET OUT 
IN 4HE ,EARNING #OUNTRY IN  4HIS WAS REAFl RMED IN7ALES ! "ETTER 
#OUNTRY IN  )T HAS BEEN TRUE TO ITS WORD &ROM THE INITIAL FRAMEWORK FOR 
CONSULTATION IN  THE PROPOSALS HAVE BUILT ON THE EXPERIENCE AND EXPERTISE
OF PRACTITIONERS IN 7ALES AND HAVE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT THE VIEWS OF YOUNG
PEOPLE THEMSELVES /VER  PRACTITIONERS FROM ALL SECTORS WERE MEMBERS OF 
THE WORKING GROUPS WHICH DEVELOPED THE  ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS PROPOSALS
AND MANY MORE CONTRIBUTED THROUGH DISCUSSIONS AND FORUMS AT LOCAL LEVEL
4HIS WAY OF WORKING SET THE SCENE FOR -AKING THE #ONNECTIONS IN 
   4HE RESULTING GUIDANCE ON  ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS ISSUED IN  SET 
OUT AN AMBITIOUS AND RADICAL AGENDA WHICH BROUGHT TOGETHER A FRAMEWORK OF 
 KEY ELEMENTS INCLUDING LEARNING AND SUPPORT WHICH COULD BE DELIVERED IN 
VARYING PROPORTIONS TO PROVIDE INDIVIDUAL ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS TO SUIT LEARNERS 
NEEDS 4HESE ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS WILL BE BASED ON EQUALITY OF OPPORTUNITY
AND SOCIAL INCLUSION !LL YOUNG PEOPLE  WILL HAVE A ,EARNING 0ATHWAY 
WHATEVER PROGRAMME THEY FOLLOW 4HE DESIGN OF AN INDIVIDUALS ,EARNING
0ATHWAY INCLUDING FORMAL NONFORMAL AND INFORMAL LEARNING ACTIVITIES
WILL ENSURE THAT ALL YOUNG PEOPLE HAVE OPPORTUNITIES FOR WIDER ENRICHMENT 
AND EXPERIENCES WHICH WILL HELP THEM DEVELOP THE SKILLS COMPETENCE AND
CONl DENCE TO REALISE THEIR POTENTIAL IN LEARNING EMPLOYMENT OR LIFE 4HE SUPPORT 
MECHANISMS WHICH ARE UNIQUE TO ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS THE ,EARNING #OACH AND 
ACCESS TO PERSONAL SUPPORT WILL ALSO ENSURE THAT ALL LEARNERS RECEIVE THE SUPPORT 
THEY NEED TO REMAIN IN EDUCATION AND TRAINING 4HE NATURE OF THESE CHANGES TO 
 EDUCATION AND TRAINING IN 7ALES PROVIDES MAJOR CHALLENGES FOR ALL PARTS OF
OUR CURRENT SYSTEM AND FOR YOUNG PEOPLE THEMSELVES
   )N THE LIGHT OF THESE CHALLENGES IN *ANUARY  THE -INISTER FOR 
%DUCATION AND ,IFELONG ,EARNING ASKED THE $EPUTY -INISTER TO CONSIDER HOW
THE  ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS AGENDA COULD BEST BE TAKEN FORWARD 4HIS REPORT 
MAKES RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER ACTION IN THE FOLLOWING KEY AREAS
s  #OURSES THE CURRICULUM AND ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS
s  ,EARNER SUPPORT
s  .ETWORKS AND COLLABORATION
s  6OCATIONAL QUALIl CATIONS
s  &UNDING
s  #OMMUNICATION
#ONTEXT 
   "ETWEEN &EBRUARY AND *UNE  THE $EPUTY -INISTER VISITED ALL TWENTY
TWO  .ETWORKS IN 7ALES )N ADDITION SHE MET MANY OF THE KEY PLAYERS
INVOLVED IN THE l ELD OF  EDUCATION AND TRAINING IN 7ALES 3EE !NNEX
 FOR FULL LIST	 $URING THE COURSE OF THE DISCUSSIONS VIEWS WERE TAKEN ON
THE CONTRIBUTION BEING MADE BY THE VARIOUS PARTNERSHIPS AND CONTRIBUTING
ORGANISATIONS TO  ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS #ONSIDERATION WAS ALSO GIVEN AS TO
WHAT STRATEGIES WERE WORKING BEST AND WHAT WERE THE PERCEIVED BARRIERS
   )T SHOULD BE NOTED THAT  ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS IS BASED ON THE 
EXPERIENCE AND EXPERTISE OF PRACTITIONERS FROM ALL SECTORS IN 7ALES USING 
THE EVIDENCE OF WHAT WORKS BEST FOR YOUNG PEOPLE !S SUCH THE VIEWS OF
MANY PEOPLE AND ORGANISATIONS HAVE BEEN INVALUABLE IN DEVELOPING THE
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THIS REPORT
  4HE REPORT HAS ALSO TAKEN FULLY INTO ACCOUNT THE WORK CURRENTLY BEING 
UNDERTAKEN BY %,7A IN RELATION TO  EDUCATION AND TRAINING )N PARTICULAR 
ATTENTION HAS BEEN PAID TO THE
s  #OMMON )NVESTMENT &UND #)&	 WHICH IS SUPPORTING A RANGE OF
PROJECTS THAT AIM TO ACHIEVE GREATER COLLABORATION BETWEEN  
EDUCATION AND TRAINING PROVIDERS ACROSS 7ALES
s  4HE 'EOGRAPHICAL 0ATHl NDER PROJECTS WHICH IN SIX AREAS OF 7ALES ARE 
UNDERTAKING AN INDEPTH REVIEW OF CURRENT LEARNING PROVISION LEADING 
TO RECOMMENDATIONS ON OPTIONS FOR HOW THIS PROVISION MIGHT BE 
CONl GURED IN FUTURE
4HE MERGER OF %,7A WITH THE 7ELSH !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT PLANNED TO TAKE 
PLACE IN !PRIL  WILL LEAD TO THE INTEGRATION OF THESE PROJECTS WITH THE WIDER 
 ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS PROGRAMME
   $UE TO TIME CONSTRAINTS THE LIST OF STAKEHOLDER ORGANISATIONS CONSULTED IS 
NOT COMPLETELY COMPREHENSIVE 3OME EMPLOYERS AND WORKBASED TRAINERS WERE 
INCLUDED IN THE DISCUSSIONS AS IN SOME CASES THEY WERE SPECIl CALLY TARGETED BY 
THE  .ETWORKS (OWEVER THERE IS MORE WORK TO DO TO SECURE THE VIEWS 
AND GREATER SUPPORT FROM THIS SECTOR 4HIS REPORT TOOK A STRATEGIC OVERVIEW 
AND DID NOT LOOK CLOSELY OR SYSTEMATICALLY AT  DEVELOPMENTS AT INDIVIDUAL
SCHOOL COLLEGE AND TRAINING ORGANISATION LEVEL
#OURSES #URRICULUM AND ,EARNING 
0ATHWAYS
   4HE AMBITION OF THE 7ELSH !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT IS THAT  ,EARNING 
0ATHWAYS WILL TRANSFORM EDUCATION AND TRAINING IN 7ALES 4HE LONGTERM
TARGET IS THAT BY   OF YOUNG PEOPLE IN 7ALES WILL BY THE TIME THEY
REACH THE AGE OF TWENTY l VE BE READY FOR HIGH SKILLED EMPLOYMENT FURTHER OR 
HIGHER EDUCATION 4HE ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS ON OFFER WOULD ENSURE THAT YOUNG
PEOPLE RECEIVE THE BEST OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE AND WILL BE ABLE TO ACCESS THEM 
UNHINDERED BY A LACK OF ASPIRATIONS STEREOTYPING OR AVAILABILITY 
   4HERE IS A GREAT DEAL OF ACTIVITY AND DEVELOPMENT ALREADY TAKING PLACE 
ACROSS 7ALES INCLUDING AT NATIONAL LEVEL THE DEVELOPMENT BY !##!# OF A 
,EARNING #ORE THE MAPPING OF EXISTING PROVISION BY THE  LOCAL AUTHORITY 
BASED  .ETWORKS AND PILOT SCHEMES ASSOCIATED WITH THE ,EARNING #OACH
3OME OF THIS DEVELOPING PRACTICE IS EXCITING AND INNOVATIVE BUT THERE IS AN 
INCONSISTENCY OF APPROACH THAT NEEDS TO BE ADDRESSED IN ORDER TO SECURE 
EQUALITY OF OUTCOME AND ACCESS TO  ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS THROUGHOUT 7ALES
   %NTREPRENEURSHIP AND WORKFOCUSED EDUCATION HAVE BEEN HIGHLIGHTED AS 
IMPORTANT TOOLS FOR LEARNERS TO IMPROVE THEIR KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING 
OF THE WORLD OF WORK @LEARNING BY DOING &ROM 3EPTEMBER  7ORK 
2ELATED %DUCATION BECAME A COMPULSORY ELEMENT OF THE +EY 3TAGE  .ATIONAL
#URRICULUM 4HE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ,EARNING #ORE AS ONE OF THE KEY ELEMENTS 
OF  ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS INCLUDES WORK FOCUSED EXPERIENCE 4HIS WILL
PROVIDE FROM 3EPTEMBER  ONWARDS A CONTEXT AND EXAMPLES OF GOOD 
PRACTICE ALLOWING A STRATEGIC AND SUSTAINABLE APPROACH TO BE DEVELOPED
   4HERE IS A LOT OF GOODWILL AROUND 7ALES TOWARDS OFFERING YOUNG PEOPLE 
HIGH QUALITY WORK PLACEMENTS (OWEVER THE FACT THAT THESE ARE VOLUNTARY ON 
THE PART OF EMPLOYERS MEANS THAT IT IS SOMETIMES DIFl CULT FOR ALL YOUNG PEOPLE
TO BE GIVEN A QUALITY PLACEMENT 4HERE IS A PERCEIVED PROBLEM OF ACCESSIBILITY 
AND THE RANGE OF OPPORTUNITIES OFFERED IS LIMITED BY THE EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES IN AN AREA )N ADDITION SOME YOUNG PEOPLES ASPIRATIONS REMAIN 
LOW AND LIMITED AND OFTEN GO UNCHALLENGED 4HE AVAILABILITY OF GOOD QUALITY
EXPERIENCES THROUGH THE MEDIUM OF 7ELSH IS ALSO SEEN AS A CHALLENGE BY SOME
 .ETWORKS
   %XAMPLES OF GOOD PRACTICE IN OFFERING QUALITY PLACEMENTS IS OFTEN 
ASSOCIATED WITH COLLABORATIVE WORKING SUCH AS EXISTS IN THE 6OLUNTARY 3ECTOR
SOME SCHOOLCOLLEGE PARTNERSHIPS AND WITH TRAINING PROVIDERS 4HE EXAMPLES
IN SCHOOLCOLLEGE COLLABORATIONS INCLUDE GOOD PRACTICE IN JOINT ! AND !3 LEVEL
PROVISION BUT CURRENTLY THERE IS A DISPROPORTIONATE CONCENTRATION ON YOUNG 
PEOPLE WHO ARE DISAFFECTED OR DISENGAGED )T IS HOPED THAT THIS WILL EXPAND TO 
INCLUDE MORE YOUNG PEOPLE IN MIDDLE ABILITY BANDS AS  ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS 
DEVELOPS 4HESE YOUNG PEOPLE ARE LIKELY TO BENEl T SIGNIl CANTLY FROM THE 
INCREASED CHOICE WIDER LEARNING EXPERIENCES AND ENHANCED SUPPORT INTEGRAL TO
 ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS
   4HE PILOT PROJECT FOR THE 7ELSH "ACCALAUREATE 1UALIl CATION 7"1	 HAS 
BEEN IMPRESSIVE WITH PARTNERS AND LEARNERS BEING VERY POSITIVE ABOUT THE NEW 
INITIATIVE 4HEY LIKE THE INDEPENDENT LEARNING STYLE THAT THE 7"1 PROMOTES
)T IS THOUGHT TO BE A GOOD VEHICLE FOR RETENTION OF LEARNERS AND ENGAGING
STUDENTS 4HE DEVELOPMENT OF A &OUNDATION ,EVEL "AC IS LIKELY TO BOOST THIS
(OWEVER WHILST THEY WELCOME THE +EY 3KILLS DEVELOPMENT THE REQUIREMENT 
FOR ALL THE  +EY 3KILLS QUALIl CATIONS FOR THE COMPLETION OF THE 7"1 IS REGARDED 
BY SOME AS ONEROUS AND MAY LEAD TO A LOWER COMPLETION RATE THAN MIGHT 
OTHERWISE BE THE CASE %VIDENCE FROM THE  7ELSH "AC RESULTS SUPPORTS 
THIS VIEW TO SOME EXTENT 4HE EXTERNAL EVALUATION OF THE 7ELSH "AC CURRENTLY 
BEING COMMISSIONED BY THE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT WILL PROVIDE FULLER EVIDENCE
ON THIS ISSUE AND THE WIDER EXPERIENCE OF THE PILOT IN ORDER TO INFORM FUTURE 
DEVELOPMENTS 4HAT WITHSTANDING THE EMPHASIS IS UPON INTEGRATING THESE
+EY 3KILLS AND FURTHER WORK IS NEEDED TO DISSEMINATE THE GOOD PRACTICE ALREADY
IN PLACE
   !S NOTED IN THE #HIEF )NSPECTOR OF %DUCATION AND 4RAININGS MOST RECENT 
ANNUAL REPORT THERE HAS BEEN A BIG IMPROVEMENT IN THE STANDARDS THAT PUPILS 
ARE ACHIEVING IN PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS (OWEVER THERE IS ALSO AN 
IMPRESSION THAT MANY YOUNG PEOPLE ARE NOT WELL SERVED BY THE CURRENT SCHOOL 
CURRICULUM %VIDENCE GATHERED BY !##!# SUGGESTS THAT MANY OF THE LEARNING 
OPPORTUNITIES PROVIDED FOR YOUNG PEOPLE LACK EXCITEMENT CHALLENGE RISK TAKING 
CREATIVITY AND ENJOYMENT )N PARTICULAR THE FOCUS NEEDS TO MOVE FROM WHAT IS 
TAUGHT TO HOW IT IS TAUGHT WITH A SPECIl C EMPHASIS ON HELPING PUPILS TO DEVELOP
GENERIC SKILLS THAT CAN BE APPLIED IN DIFFERENT CONTEXTS
   4O COMPLEMENT AND CAPITALISE ON THE OPPORTUNITIES PRESENTED BY 
,EARNING 0ATHWAYS  THERE IS NEED THEREFORE TO ENSURE THAT PROVISION 
FOR THOSE IN PRIMARY SCHOOLS AND AT +EY 3TAGE  IN SECONDARY EDUCATION
FOCUSES ON THE NEEDS OF LEARNERS AND IN PARTICULAR ON SKILLS DEVELOPMENT
!##!# HAS BEEN ASKED BY THE -INISTER FOR %DUCATION AND ,IFELONG ,EARNING
TO TAKE THIS INTO CONSIDERATION IN THEIR ONGOING MONITORING AND REVIEW OF THE
.ATIONAL #URRICULUM

,EARNER 3UPPORT
   4HE 7ELSH !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT HAS MADE A COMMITMENT THAT ALL 
LEARNERS WILL HAVE A BASIC ENTITLEMENT TO ,EARNING #OACH SUPPORT IMPARTIAL
CAREERS ADVICE AND GUIDANCE PROVIDED BY #AREERS 7ALES AND ACCESS TO PERSONAL 
SUPPORT WITH ENHANCED PROVISION FOR THOSE WITH GREATER NEEDS 4HIS SUPPORT 
SHOULD BE m EXIBLE ENOUGH TO MEET THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUAL LEARNERS FROM 
 WHETHER IN SCHOOL OTHER LEARNING SETTINGS OR ELSEWHERE RECOGNISING 
INSTITUTIONAL AND LOCAL CONTEXTS
   4HE ROLE OF ,EARNING #OACHES WILL BE A NEW ONE AND WILL HAVE AN
IMPORTANT PART TO PLAY IN ENSURING THE SUCCESS OF THE  ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS
INITIATIVE ! ,EARNING #OACH WILL PROVIDE A LEARNER FOCUSED SUPPORT GUIDANCE 
AND MENTORING SERVICE TO YOUNG PEOPLE ! GREAT DEAL OF DEVELOPMENT WORK 
IS BEING UNDERTAKEN IN RELATION TO SPECIl CATIONS FOR THE ,EARNING #OACH
4HE FOLLOWING POINTS INDICATE WHERE THINKING IS CURRENTLY ON THE DEVELOPING ROLE
s  4HE ROLE OF ,EARNING #OACH SHOULD BE UNDERTAKEN BY A RANGE OF 
PROFESSIONALS WITH DIFFERENT EXPERIENCE IN WORKING WITH YOUNG PEOPLE 
TO ENSURE THAT INDIVIDUAL LEARNERS HAVE SUPPORT FROM SOMEONE WITH THE 
RELEVANT SKILLS AND QUALITIES TO MEET THEIR NEEDS
s  ! ,EARNING #OACH MAY BE AN INDIVIDUAL WORKING WITH A GROUP OF YOUNG 
PEOPLE OR COULD BE A FUNCTION UNDERTAKEN BY A TEAM OF ,EARNING
#OACHES WITH DIFFERENT SKILLS
s  ,EARNING #OACHES WILL BE DRAWN FROM PROFESSIONALS WITH EXPERIENCE IN 
TEACHING YOUTH WORK COMMUNITY WORK SOCIAL WORK TRAINING AND OTHER 
SIMILAR BACKGROUNDS
s  4HEY WILL BE TRAINED TO A STANDARD WHICH WILL ALLOW FOR THE ACCREDITATION 
OF PREVIOUS LEARNING ANDOR EXPERIENCE
7HILST IT IS ACCEPTED THAT THE POSITION OF THE ,EARNING #OACH SHOULD EVOLVE
GRADUALLY IT IS FELT THAT GREATER CLARITY IS REQUIRED ON THEIR PRECISE ROLE AND 
MODUS OPERANDI

  4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT SUPPORTED EIGHT PILOT ,EARNING #OACH PROJECTS
IN  4HE EXPERIENCE FROM THESE PROJECTS CONTRIBUTED TO THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF THE ,EARNING #OACH TRAINING MATERIALS &INAL REPORTS WILL IMPACT ON THE
UPDATE OF THE ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS  'UIDANCE PLANNED FOR EARLY  
&IRST #AMPUS A CONSORTIUM OF l VE 3OUTH %AST 7ALES 5NIVERSITIES WAS FUNDED
BY %,7A TO DEVELOP A COHERENT SET OF TRAINING UNITS AND PROGRESSION FRAMEWORK 
FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ,EARNING #OACH 4HIS WORK WILL LEAD TO A RANGE OF
CREDITBASED QUALIl CATIONS FOR THE ,EARNING #OACH THAT INTEGRATE OVER TIME
INTO PROGRESSION OPPORTUNITIES IN VOCATIONAL &URTHER %DUCATION &%	 AND (IGHER 
%DUCATION (%	 SECTORS ! PILOT TRAINING PROGRAMME USING THE TRAINING MATERIALS
WILL BEGIN IN LATE  !S PART OF THE /BJECTIVE  AND  %3& PROJECTS IN EACH
PARTICIPATING  .ETWORK WILL TRAIN AN AVERAGE OF  ,EARNING #OACHES WILL
BE TRAINED TO AT LEAST .61 LEVEL  BY *ULY  
   !CCESS TO PERSONAL SUPPORT IS ONE OF THE  KEY ELEMENTS OF ,EARNING 
0ATHWAYS %VIDENCE IS BASED ON WHAT YOUNG PEOPLE SAY THEY WANT AND ON 
SUCCESSFUL YOUTH ACCESS PROGRAMMES AND YOUTH WORK IN SCHOOLS 7HEREAS 
,EARNING #OACH IS AN ENTITLEMENT FOR ALL FOCUSED ON THE YOUNG PERSONS LEARNING
AND ,EARNING 0ATHWAY THE PERSONAL SUPPORT FRAMEWORK SHOULD BE ACCESSIBLE TO
YOUNG PEOPLE WHEN AND WHERE THEY NEED IT 0ERSONAL SUPPORT MIGHT INCLUDE A 
YOUTH WORKER IN A LEARNING SETTING OR IN A COMMUNITY SETTING OUTREACH YOUTH 
WORK WEB BASED SUPPORT AND INFORMATION AND INFORMATION OR ADVICE SHOPS !LL
THIS NEEDS TO BE BACKED UP WITH SPECIALIST SERVICES FOR EXAMPLE IN SEXUAL HEALTH
ADVICE AND COUNSELLING 0ARTNERS IN PROVIDING PERSONAL SUPPORT MIGHT INCLUDE
THE YOUTH SERVICE VOLUNTARY ORGANISATIONS ,OCAL (EALTH "OARDS AND HOUSING
ORGANISATIONS 4HESE ARE ALREADY IMPORTANT PARTNERS IN THE 9OUNG 0EOPLES 
0ARTNERSHIPS 900	 AND MOST 900S HAVE UNDERTAKEN WORK ON DEVELOPING
PROJECTS AND SERVICES WHICH WILL CONTRIBUTE TO THE PERSONAL SUPPORT FRAMEWORK 
   'OOD PERSONAL SUPPORT WILL MAKE A SIGNIl CANT CONTRIBUTION TO TACKLING THE
PROBLEMS OF YOUNG PEOPLE WHO ARE NOT IN EMPLOYMENT EDUCATION OR TRAINING 
.%%4	 4HIS IS ONE OF THE AREAS WHERE THE 900 AND THE  .ETWORKS NEED 
TO COLLABORATE CLOSELY WITH THE 900 MORE LIKELY TO BE IN THE LEAD 4HE 9OUTH 
3ERVICE HAS A SIGNIl CANT CONTRIBUTION TO MAKE TOWARDS CREATING AND SUSTAINING A 
COMPREHENSIVE PERSONAL SUPPORT FRAMEWORK 4HE TRANSFER OF FUNCTIONS FROM THE 
7ALES 9OUTH !GENCY INTO THE !SSEMBLY WILL ENABLE A MORE PROACTIVE APPROACH 
TO TAKING THIS WORK FORWARD

.ETWORKS AND #OLLABORATION
   ! RANGE OF PARTNERSHIPS AND NETWORKS CURRENTLY IMPACT ON THE  
EDUCATION AND TRAINING AGENDA 4HESE INCLUDE
s  9OUNG 0EOPLES 0ARTNERSHIPS 900S	 4HESE WERE SET UP IN  
AS A RESULT OF THE ,EARNING AND 3KILLS !CT  TO DELIVER THE TEN
ENTITLEMENTS OF %XTENDING %NTITLEMENT !NNEX 	 4HEY INCLUDE
REPRESENTATIVES FROM THE LOCAL AUTHORITY OTHER STATUTORY SECTORS AND THE 
VOLUNTARY SECTOR SECURING YOUTH SUPPORT SERVICES FOR  YEAR OLDS IN
7ALES 4HE 900S HAVE GOOD REPRESENTATION FROM LOCAL AUTHORITIES AND 
THE VOLUNTARY SECTOR BUT LESS SO IN RELATION TO SCHOOLS AND THE &URTHER 
%DUCATION &%	 SECTOR 4HE 900S ARE LINKED TO THE #HILDRENS 0ARTNERSHIP 
IMPLEMENTING %ARLY %NTITLEMENT FOR  YEAR OLDS AND THE #HILDREN AND
9OUNG 0EOPLES &RAMEWORK 	
s   .ETWORKS 4HESE WERE SET UP IN  TO TAKE A STRATEGIC 
APPROACH TO SECURING THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE  KEY ELEMENTS OF
 ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS FOR ALL  LEARNERS IN THEIR AREA 4HEY HAVE
THE STRONG INVOLVEMENT OF LOCAL AUTHORITIES SCHOOLS %,7A THE &% 
SECTOR SOME TRAINING PROVIDERS AND THE VOLUNTARY SECTOR 4HERE IS SOME 
INVOLVEMENT OF *OBCENTRE 0LUS IN CERTAIN AREAS BUT GENERALLY 
 .ETWORKS HAVE NOT AS YET SUCCESSFULLY SECURED THE INVOLVEMENT 
OF EMPLOYERS
s  #OMMUNITY #ONSORTIA FOR %DUCATION AND 4RAINING ##%4S	 4HESE WERE 
SET UP IN  TO BRING TOGETHER LOCAL AUTHORITIES THE &% SECTOR AND
TRAINING PROVIDERS IN PLANNING POST EDUCATION AND TRAINING OTHER 
THAN IN HIGHER EDUCATION 4HEY HAVE SOME EMPLOYER AND VOLUNTARY
SECTOR INVOLVEMENT BUT ARE LESS INVOLVED WITH SCHOOLS PARTICULARLY
WHERE MUCH OF LOCAL SCHOOL PROVISION IS  IN NATURE
2OLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF EACH OF THE EXISTING PARTNERSHIPS ARE SET 
OUT IN !NNEX 	

   7ORKING IN PARTNERSHIP IN THE INTERESTS OF YOUNG PEOPLE IS A KEY PRINCIPLE 
OF %XTENDING %NTITLEMENT AND  .ETWORKS AND HAS DEVELOPED INTO THE
UNDERLYING PHILOSOPHY OF -AKING THE #ONNECTIONS 4HE INTENTION IS TO PROVIDE 
THE SUPPORT SERVICES AND OPPORTUNITIES THAT WILL ENABLE ALL YOUNG PEOPLE TO
s  PARTICIPATE IN EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT
s  TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OPPORTUNITIES FOR EMPLOYMENT AND
s  PARTICIPATE EFFECTIVELY AND RESPONSIBLY IN THEIR COMMUNITIES 
   4HE NEED TO ACHIEVE COLLABORATION AS PART OF  ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS WILL 
BE A SIGNIl CANT CHANGE OF EMPHASIS FOR MANY LEARNING PROVIDERS )T WILL REQUIRE 
A SHIFT OF MINDSET TOWARDS THE INTERESTS OF LEARNERS RATHER THAN COMPETITION
BETWEEN ORGANISATIONS )T WILL ALSO REQUIRE AN EXPECTATION OF COLLABORATIVE 
WORKING AND COOPERATION WITH OTHER PROVIDERS IN DEVELOPING A STRATEGIC 
APPROACH TO AREA WIDE PROVISION RATHER THAN CONCENTRATING ON PROVISION WITHIN 
A SINGLE INSTITUTION
   4HERE WAS A GENERAL CONSENSUS FROM THE VARIOUS PARTNERSHIPS CONSULTED 
THAT THERE MUST BE SOME KIND OF RATIONALISATION 4HIS STEMMED LARGELY FROM 
THE VIEW THAT THERE WAS A LOT OF DUPLICATION WITH THE SAME INDIVIDUALS HAVING 
TO ATTEND MANY MEETINGS (OWEVER THERE WAS ALSO STRONG AGREEMENT THAT IF 
RATIONALISATION WAS TO OCCUR CARE MUST BE TAKEN NOT TO LOSE ANY OF THE GOOD
PRACTICE AND TRUST WHICH HAD BEEN FORGED IN PARTNERSHIP BUILDING 4HERE WAS
SOME CYNICISM REGARDING THE POSSIBILITY OF A COMPLETELY NEW STRUCTURE BEING 
IMPOSED -OST PARTNERSHIPS WHILST AGREEING THAT THERE SHOULD BE RATIONALISATION 
COULD NOT COME UP WITH A REAL SOLUTION WHILE A MINORITY OFFERED ALTERNATIVES 
7HILE THERE IS NO CONSENSUS AROUND ANY SINGLE ALTERNATIVE CLEARLY THIS ISSUE
NEEDS TO BE ADDRESSED

6OCATIONAL 1UALIl CATIONS
   ! KEY TEST FOR THE  REFORMS WILL BE THE NEED TO ADDRESS THE 
CONTINUING FAILURE WITHIN THE 5+ EDUCATION AND TRAINING SYSTEM TO PROVIDE
HIGHQUALITY VOCATIONAL COURSES AND QUALIl CATIONS THAT ATTRACT AND MOTIVATE
YOUNG PEOPLE #URRENTLY THERE IS A MISMATCH BETWEEN THE SKILLS THAT EMPLOYERS 
WANT AND THE SKILLS THAT SCHOOL AND COLLEGE LEAVERS POSSESS &IFTY EIGHT PER CENT 
OF l RMS IN 7ALES RECRUIT EMPLOYEES DIRECT FROM EDUCATION AND AROUND HALF OF 
EMPLOYERS TAKING ON SCHOOL COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY LEAVERS DIRECT SAY THERE IS 
A SIGNIl CANT GAP BETWEEN THE SKILLS OF LEAVERS AND THOSE EMPLOYERS EXPECT
;&UTURE 3KILLS 7ALES  'ENERIC 3KILLS 3URVEY P=
   4HE EXPANSION OF PARTICIPATION IN EDUCATION THROUGH THE FULLTIME SCHOOL
EDUCATION ROUTE HAS PROVIDED A SUPPLY OF ACADEMIC QUALIl CATIONS BUT HAS BEEN 
LESS SUCCESSFUL IN DEVELOPING VITAL INTERMEDIATE TECHNICAL AND BUSINESS SKILLS
OR THE WIDER SKILLS IDENTIl ED IN THE &UTURE 3KILLS 7ALES 3URVEY !LTHOUGH THE
QUALIl CATIONS FRAMEWORK SEEKS TO GIVE PARITY OF ESTEEM TO VOCATIONAL AND
ACADEMIC QUALIl CATIONS THERE REMAINS A DIFFERENCE IN THE STATUS AFFORDED TO 
'#3%! LEVELS COMPARED TO VOCATIONAL QUALIl CATIONS 4HE VOCATIONAL ROUTE HAS
CONTINUED TO BE SEEN AS AN OPTION FOR THE LESS ACADEMICALLY ABLE BORNE OUT IN
PART BY THE EARNINGS PREMIUM UNTIL NOW ATTACHED TO GRADUATE EMPLOYMENT
)N ADDITION THE IMAGE OF SOME INDUSTRY SECTORS IS POOR AMONGST YOUNG PEOPLE
AND THEIR PARENTS ! KEY GOAL IS TO ENSURE THAT THROUGH THE  PHASE AND 
BEYOND MORE YOUNG PEOPLE HAVE OPPORTUNITIES TO ACQUIRE TECHNICAL AND 
VOCATIONAL SKILLS BY STRENGTHENING VOCATIONAL PATHWAYS TO OFFER A WELL REGARDED 
QUALITY ROUTE TO LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT 4O ACHIEVE THIS WE WILL NEED A 
STEP CHANGE IN EMPLOYER ENGAGEMENT THROUGH THE EMPLOYERLED 3ECTOR 3KILLS
#OUNCILS IN THE DESIGN AND DELIVERY OF VOCATIONAL OPTIONS BASED ON INDUSTRY
STANDARDS
   -ODERN !PPRENTICESHIPS PROVIDE THE OPPORTUNITY TO ACHIEVE VOCATIONAL 
WORK BASED QUALIl CATIONS AND HAVE THE ADVANTAGE OF DIRECT EMPLOYER 
INVOLVEMENT IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THEIR FRAMEWORKS 4HE AIM IS TO BUILD UPON

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL GOOD PRACTICE IN -ODERN !PPRENTICESHIPS BY DEVELOPING A 
PROGRAMME COMBINING WORKPLACE LEARNING WITH STUDY AT SCHOOL OR COLLEGE
   4HE VOCATIONAL ELEMENT WITHIN  ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS COULD BE DEVISED
FROM LEARNING FRAMEWORKS BASED ON INDUSTRY STANDARDS SET BY 3ECTOR 3KILLS
#OUNCILS WHICH DELIVER KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING AS WELL AS SKILL 4HE VISION
OF hCOMBINED APPRENTICESHIPSv AS PART OF ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS IS TO CREATE QUALITY 
ROUTES FOR YOUNG PEOPLE WHO ARE ATTRACTED TO A MORE PRACTICAL STYLE OF LEARNING 
4HESE VOCATIONAL ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS WILL GIVE YOUNG PEOPLE THE OPPORTUNITY
TO DEMONSTRATE THEIR TALENTS IN A WAY THAT MAY NOT BE OPEN TO THEM THROUGH 
ACADEMIC STUDY AND AN OPPORTUNITY TO DEVELOP THE PRACTICAL SKILLS SOUGHT 
BY EMPLOYERS
  ! ,EARNING 0ATHWAY BASED ON A hCOMBINED APPRENTICESHIPv FROM THE AGE 
OF  MIGHT INCLUDE
s  TWO DAYS IN A VARIETY OF LEARNING SETTINGS STUDYING FOR .ATIONAL
1UALIl CATION &RAMEWORK ,EVEL  OUTCOMES IN A NATIONALLY RECOGNISED 
AWARD AND WORK PLACE LEARNING
s  PLUS THREE DAYS IN SCHOOL OR COLLEGE STUDYING FOR .ATIONAL #URRICULUM
REQUIREMENTS AND THE OTHER ASPECTS OF THE ,EARNING #ORE
0ARTICIPATING 3ECTOR 3KILLS #OUNCILS WILL IDENTIFY THE STANDARDS AND QUALIl CATIONS 
TO BE USED AS PART OF THE PROGRAMME 4HESE WILL NEED TO BE QUALIl CATIONS
INCLUDED ON THE !PPROVED ,IST FOR PRE  YEAR OLDS (IGH QUALITY WORK 
PLACEMENT OR WORKPLACE LEARNING WILL FORM PART OF THE SCHEME AND OVER THE TWO
YEARS OF STUDY THIS COULD AMOUNT TO UP TO  FULL DAYS OFFSITE WORK PLACEMENT
  )T BECAME APPARENT DURING THE VISITS AND DISCUSSIONS THAT EMPLOYERS 
AND REPRESENTATIVES FROM WORK BASED ORGANISATIONS FELT VERY MUCH hJUNIOR 
PARTNERSv IN THE  .ETWORKS &URTHERMORE IN MANY CASES THEY WERE 
NOTICEABLY ABSENT FROM THE PARTNERSHIPS !LTHOUGH THERE IS MUCH ENTHUSIASM FOR 
ACHIEVING GREATER EMPLOYER REPRESENTATION MANY PARTNERS EXPRESSED DIFl CULTY 
IN ACHIEVING THIS %MPLOYERS ALSO EXPRESSED DIFl CULTY MAINLY BECAUSE OF 
PRESSURE OF WORK AND COMPETING PRIORITIES !NOTHER PARTNER ALSO EXPRESSED THE 
VIEW THAT IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE hPARITY OF ESTEEMv WE MUST ALSO ACHIEVE hPARITY
OF OPPORTUNITYv

&UNDING 
   &UNDING FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF  ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS WILL BE 
DRAWN FROM BOTH EXISTING AND ADDITIONAL STREAMS )N BOTH CASES THE DRIVERS FOR 
THE USE OF THIS FUNDING WILL BE THE NEED TO
s  MEET l RST AND FOREMOST THE NEEDS OF LEARNERS
s  PROMOTE COLLABORATION BETWEEN SCHOOLS &% COLLEGES AND TRAINING
PROVIDERS
s  ACHIEVE STRATEGIC DIRECTION BY THE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT
   4HE  ELEMENT IN THIS FUNDING WILL BE DISTRIBUTED THROUGH THE
 .ETWORKS $ISTRIBUTION OF THESE FUNDS WILL BE SUBJECT TO STRINGENT GRANT 
CONDITIONS AND WILL BE LINKED TO THE ACHIEVEMENT OF THE FOLLOWING OBJECTIVES
s  ENHANCED PROVISION FOR YOUNG PEOPLE INCLUDING ASPECTS OF THE 
,EARNING #ORE
s  ACCESS BY YOUNG PEOPLE TO ,EARNING #OACHES
s  TRAINING AND DEPLOYMENT OF ,EARNING #OACHES
s  DISSEMINATION OF ,EARNER #OACH PRACTICE
s  DEVELOPMENT OF THE 0ERSONAL 3UPPORT &RAMEWORK
   4HE  ELEMENT IN THE FUNDING IS INTENDED TO BE DISTRIBUTED BY THE
!SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT USING THE FUNDING MECHANISMS INHERITED FROM %,7A 
4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT WILL WORK CLOSELY WITH THE  .ETWORKS IN
MAKING THESE ALLOCATIONS 4HE FUNDING WILL BE RELEASED TO SUPPORT
s  INCREASED GENERAL AND APPLIED LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOUNG PEOPLE
s  LEARNING NETWORK DEVELOPMENT IN 'EOGRAPHICAL 0ATHl NDER AREAS
s  DEVELOPMENTS m OWING FROM THE #OMMON )NVESTMENT &UND #)&	

s  CAPITAL EXPENDITURE
s  E LEARNING PROVISION
   0OST  LEARNERS WILL ALSO BENEl T FROM %UROPEAN 3OCIAL &UND SUPPORT OF 
a MILLION OVER TWO YEARS FROM *UNE  4HIS WILL BE DIRECTED TO  
.ETWORKS AND WILL BE TARGETED AT TRAINING FOR ,EARNING #OACHES DEVELOPMENT 
OF OPTION MENUS ADDITIONAL FUNDING OF 7ORK &OCUSED %XPERIENCE AND WORK
WITH UNDERREPRESENTED GROUPS SUCH AS GENDER BLACK AND MINORITY ETHNIC AND 
LEARNERS WITH DISABILITIES 
   &UNDING FOR COLLABORATION WHICH HAS BEEN MADE AVAILABLE UP TO THIS POINT 
BY THE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT AND %,7A HAS BEEN WELL RECEIVED BY SCHOOLS 
AND COLLEGES 4HERE HAVE HOWEVER BEEN STRONGLY EXPRESSED CONCERNS ABOUT 
THE TRUNCATED TIMESCALES INVOLVED IN BIDDING FOR AND MANAGING THE %,7A #)& 
FUNDING 4HERE IS A NEED TO SUSTAIN COLLABORATIVE ACTIVITY OVER MEDIUM AND LONG
TERM TIMESCALES
   3O AS TO SUPPORT THE FORWARD PROGRESS OF  ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS THE 
CASE WILL BE MADE TO THE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT FOR FURTHER FUNDING TO BE MADE
AVAILABLE IN FUTURE BUDGET ROUNDS AND THE  3PENDING 2EVIEW

#OMMUNICATION 
   !LL PARTNERS AGREED THAT COMMUNICATION TO ALL PARTIES INVOLVED IN  
,EARNING 0ATHWAYS SHOULD CONTINUE TO BE DEVELOPED 4HIS WOULD HELP PROVIDE
CLEAR AND HIGH PROl LE INFORMATION ON ALL ASPECTS OF ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS TO YOUNG 
PEOPLE TEACHERS EMPLOYERS AND PARENTS AS WELL AS PROSPECTIVE PARTNERS IN
PROVISION )T WOULD ALSO CLARIFY WHERE THERE ARE SIGNIl CANT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN 
7ALES AND %NGLAND ESPECIALLY WHERE THERE ARE ASPECTS UNIQUE TO 7ALES 
   )T IS ESSENTIAL THAT YOUNG PEOPLE ARE INVOLVED IN ALL ASPECTS OF 
COMMUNICATION INCLUDING THE DEVELOPMENT OF A STRATEGY AND THE DISSEMINATION
OF INFORMATION 4HERE ARE SOME EXAMPLES OF YOUNG PEOPLES INVOLVEMENT 
IN SOME AREAS BUT INADEQUATE RECOGNITION OF THE FACT THAT YOUNG PEOPLE 
THEMSELVES WILL BE THE BEST COMMUNICATORS OF THE EXPERIENCE AND THE IMPACT OF
 ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS 
   ! COMMUNICATION WORKING GROUP WAS ESTABLISHED IN *UNE  TO HELP 
DISSEMINATE THE  ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS AGENDA )T INVOLVES REPRESENTATION 
FROM THE  .ETWORKS %,7A AND OTHER INTERESTED PARTNERS ! $6$
#$ 2/- IS IN PREPARATION AND WILL GO TO PROVIDERS AND PRACTITIONERS IN THE NEAR 
FUTURE 7ORK IS ALSO BEING UNDERTAKEN ON A  PAGE ON THE ,EARNING 7ALES 
WEBSITE AND OVER TIME THIS SHOULD INCLUDE LOCAL CONTENT


2ECOMMENDATIONS 
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  ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS 'UIDANCE
&URTHER GUIDANCE SHOULD BE PROVIDED IN HARD COPY AND ON  
WEBSITE TO INCLUDE
s ,EARNING COACH DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAMME
s ,EARNING #ORE GUIDANCE AND EXEMPLIl CATION
s $6$#$ 2OM ON ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS
 7ORK &OCUSED %XPERIENCE
4HE DELIVERY OF 7ORK &OCUSED %XPERIENCE IN THE ,EARNING #ORE SHOULD 
BE ENHANCED BY
s %NCOURAGING BUSINESS REPRESENTATIVES TO SPEND MORE TIME IN 
LEARNING SETTINGS
s %XTENDING OPPORTUNITIES FOR QUALITY WORK EXPERIENCE PLACEMENTS
s !LIGNING EDUCATION BUSINESS PARTNERSHIP ACTIVITIES WITH THE WORK OF
 .ETWORKS
s %NCOURAGING AND SUPPORTING ALL AREAS OF THE PUBLIC SECTOR TO
RECOGNISE AND PROMOTE THEIR POTENTIAL CONTRIBUTION TO WORK 
FOCUSED EXPERIENCE
s %NCOURAGING GREATER TAKE UP OF 4HE 9OUNG #OOPERATIVES 3CHEME 
TO SUPPORT THE SOCIAL ECONOMY MODEL OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP IN
CONJUNCTION WITH THE 9OUNG %NTERPRISE SCHEME
s &URTHER DEVELOPING EXISTING #AREERS DATABASES TO FORM A MORE
COHERENT NATIONAL DATABASE
s %NSURING OPPORTUNITIES FOR ALL YOUNG PEOPLE TO ACCESS 7ORK &OCUSED
%XPERIENCE ON A LOCAL ALL 7ALES 5+ WIDE AND INTERNATIONAL BASIS
s %NSURING SUPPORT IS AVAILABLE TO SECURE EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES FOR ALL
LEARNERS IN ACCESSING WIDER OPPORTUNITIES INCLUDING FOR EXAMPLE
YOUNG PEOPLE IN CARE OTHERS FROM DISADVANTAGED BACKGROUNDS AND 
THOSE WITH DISABILITIES
s $EVELOPING AND EXTENDING EXISTING GOOD PRACTICE IN ACCREDITING
LEARNERS PART TIME EMPLOYMENT AS PART OF THEIR 7ORK
&OCUSED %XPERIENCE

 %QUALITY
 ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS SHOULD EXPLICITLY DEMONSTRATE THE 7ELSH
!SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENTS COMMITMENT TO EQUALITY BY
s 7ORKING WITH EQUALITY ORGANISATIONS
s 3UPPORTING THE DEVELOPMENT OF ACTION PLANS FOR SPECIl C SECTORS TO
OVERCOME BARRIERS
s 3UPPORTING THE 6OCATIONAL 3KILLS #HAMPION IN INm UENCING EMPLOYERS
TO CHALLENGE STEREOTYPING IN RACE GENDER AND DISABILITY
s )DENTIFYING APPROPRIATE TRAINING MATERIALS TO SUPPORT PRACTITIONERS IN
PROMOTING EQUALITY
s %NCOURAGING TAKE UP OF %DUCATION -AINTENANCE !LLOWANCES TO
ENABLE MORE YOUNG PEOPLE TO STAY ON IN LEARNING POST 
 7ELSH "ACCALAUREATE 1UALIl CATION 7"1	
3UBJECT TO EVALUATION THE 7"1 SHOULD BE MADE AVAILABLE TO
ALL SCHOOLS COLLEGES AND TRAINING ORGANISATIONS IN 7ALES FROM 
3EPTEMBER  -EANWHILE FURTHER WORK SHOULD BE CARRIED OUT TO
s "UILD ON THE WORK OF 7*%# AND THE 5NIVERSITY OF "ATH AS PART OF
THE PILOT PROJECT TO ENSURE THAT THE 7"1 IS WIDELY RECOGNISED IN 
PRACTICE BY (IGHER %DUCATION )NSTITUTIONS INSIDE AND OUTSIDE OF 7ALES
AND ALSO BY EMPLOYERS
s CONSIDER HOW PARTIAL COMPLETION OF THE 7"1 MIGHT BE RECOGNISED
 .ATIONAL #URRICULUM AND ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS
4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNEMENT SHOULD ASK !##!# TO CONSIDER AS PART OF
ITS REVIEW OF THE .ATIONAL #URRICULUM HOW
s 4HE REQUIREMENTS OF THE +EY 3TAGE  .ATIONAL #URRICULUM CAN BEST 
BE SYNCHRONISED WITH THE PHILOSOPHY OF ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS
s 4HE ,EARNING #ORE CAN BEST BE INCLUDED IN THE REQUIREMENTS OF THE 
.ATIONAL #URRICULUM AT +EY 3TAGE 
s 4HE STUDY OF -ODERN &OREIGN ,ANGUAGES CAN BE ENHANCED 
INCLUDING THROUGH COURSES RELEVANT TO EMPLOYMENT
s 4HE PROGRAMME OF STUDY FOR 3CIENCE CAN ENABLE LEARNERS TO GAIN A 
BROAD VARIETY OF QUALIl CATIONS
s 4HE CURRICULUM AT KEY STAGES  AND  CAN BEST BE CHANGED SO THAT IT 
BECOMES OVERTLY LEARNER CENTRED AND SKILLS FOCUSED

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 )NTEGRATING ,EARNING #OACH 4RAINING
4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT SHOULD WORK WITH (IGHER %DUCATION
)NSTITUTIONS TO ENSURE THAT OVER TIME THE PRINCIPLE OF THE ,EARNING 
#OACH FUNCTION BECOMES AN INTEGRAL PART OF TEACHER EDUCATION AND
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING FOR CAREERS ADVISORS YOUTH 
WORKERS AND OTHERS
 $EVELOPMENT OF ,EARNING #OACH 2OLE
4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT SHOULD A	 DISSEMINATE BEST PRACTICE ON
ROLE OF ,EARNING #OACH B	 PROVIDE FURTHER GUIDANCE AND CLARIl CATION 
REGARDING
s !CCREDITATION OF PRIOR LEARNING FOR A RANGE OF RELEVANT PROFESSIONALS
WHO MAY TAKE UP THE ROLE
s 4RAINING PROGRAMMES LEADING TO ACCREDITATION
s $EVELOPMENT OF QUALIl CATION ROUTES AND AWARDS
s 'OOD PRACTICE IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ,EARNING #OACH FUNCTION
AS A TEAM APPROACH AS WELL AS INDIVIDUAL
s 4HE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ,EARNING #OACHES PASTORAL SYSTEMS IN
LEARNING SETTINGS #AREERS 7ALES ADVISERS AND THE PERSONAL SUPPORT 
FRAMEWORK
 0ERSONAL 3UPPORT &RAMEWORK
4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT SHOULD WORK WITH  .ETWORKS AND
9OUNG 0EOPLES 0ARTNERSHIPS 900S	 INCLUDING THE YOUTH SERVICE 
TO DEVELOP THE PERSONAL SUPPORT FRAMEWORK AND TO IDENTIFY AND
DISSEMINATE GOOD PRACTICE AND TO DEVELOP KEY INDICATORS TO ENSURE
EFFECTIVE SUPPORT
 3PECIALIST 3ERVICES INCLUDING #OUNSELLING
7ORKING WITH  .ETWORKS 900S AND RELEVANT ORGANISATIONS THE
!SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT SHOULD ENSURE THE PERSONAL SUPPORT ELEMENT OF
,EARNING 0ATHWAYS WILL INCLUDE UNIVERSAL ACCESS TO ADDITIONAL SERVICES
SUCH AS LEARNING SUPPORT OR COUNSELLING
.%47/2+3 !.$ #/,,!"/2!4)/.
  .ETWORKS AND 900S
s  .ETWORKS SHOULD CONTINUE TO TAKE THE LEAD AND FURTHER 
DEVELOP THEIR ROLE IN COORDINATING THE STRATEGIC AND COLLABORATIVE 
DEVELOPMENT OF ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS AT LOCAL AUTHORITY AREA LEVEL
s )N ORDER TO FACILITATE A COHERENT AND EFFECTIVE APPROACH AND CLOSE 
COLLABORATION AN ELEMENT OF COMMON MEMBERSHIP BETWEEN 
.ETWORKS AND THE 900S SHOULD CONTINUE

s &URTHER GUIDANCE SHOULD BE PROVIDED ABOUT THE RELATIVE
RESPONSIBILITIES AND CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE  .ETWORK AND THE 900
FOR ELEMENTS OF  ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS
 ##%4S
s &URTHER CONSIDERATION SHOULD BE GIVEN TO THE FUTURE OF ##%4S 4HIS
COULD LEAD TO THEM BEING REMOVED COMPLETELY OR THERE MIGHT BE 
BE THE POSSIBILITY OF REDUCING THEIR NUMBER 4HERE IS A NEED FOR A 
LEVEL OF COORDINATION ACROSS LOCAL AUTHORITY BOUNDARIES SUCH AS IN 
THE AREAS COVERED BY REGIONAL OR SECTORAL PATHl NDERS 3UBREGIONAL 
##%4S COULD PLAY AN IMPORTANT ROLE IN ENSURING STRATEGIC COORDINATION 
OF ACTIVITIES WHICH CROSS LOCAL AUTHORITY BOUNDARIES AND FEED INTO
h0EOPLE 0LACES &UTURES 4HE 7ALES 3PATIAL 0LANv
s -EMBERSHIP OF A SUBREGIONAL ##%4 MIGHT INCLUDE AT LEAST ONE
REPRESENTATIVE FROM EACH OF THE  .ETWORKS AND 900S IN 
THE AREA
 )NVOLVING %MPLOYERS
7ORK SHOULD BE UNDERTAKEN WITH EMPLOYER ORGANISATIONS AND 
 .ETWORKS TO DEVELOP MORE EFl CIENT AND EFFECTIVE WAYS TO SECURE 
EMPLOYER INVOLVEMENT 4HIS COULD INCLUDE IDENTIl CATION OF RELEVANT 
EXISTING EMPLOYER GROUPS WHICH COULD BE A FOCUS FOR INFORMATION AND
DEVELOPMENT 4HERE MAY BE SCOPE FOR ALIGNING SOME OF THIS WORK WITH 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF SUBREGIONAL ##%4S
 #OLLABORATION
s 4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT WORKING CLOSELY WITH REPRESENTATIVE
BODIES FROM THE SCHOOLS FURTHER EDUCATION AND TRAINING SECTORS
SHOULD CONSIDER HOW BEST IT CAN FURTHER PROMOTE COLLABORATION WITHIN 
AND BETWEEN THESE SECTORS IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE THE SUCCESS OF 
,EARNING 0ATHWAYS
s #ONSIDERATION SHOULD ALSO BE GIVEN WITHIN CURRENT POLICY
DEVELOPMENTS ON WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT AS TO HOW PRACTITIONERS
CAN BE TRAINED TO WORK WITHIN EACH OF THESE SECTORS
s $EVELOPMENT OF JOINT OPTION MENUS IN EACH AREA SHOULD BE ON THE
BASIS OF ROBUST BUSINESS CASES TO ENSURE PROVISION IS BASED ON LEARNER 
NEED EFl CIENCY AND EFFECTIVENESS AVOIDING UNNECESSARY DUPLICATION

6/#!4)/.!, 15!,)&)#!4)/.3
 7ORK &OCUSED ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS
4HE 3ECTOR 3KILLS #OUNCILS WITH THE ASSISTANCE OF THE 6OCATIONAL
3KILLS #HAMPION SHOULD DEVELOP A RANGE OF WORK FOCUSED ,EARNING 
0ATHWAYS hCOMBINED APPRENTICESHIPSv	 WHICH PROVIDE APPROPRIATE 
BREADTH AND RELEVANCE FOR EXAMPLE A CONSTRUCTIONRELATED PATHWAY 
SHOULD INCLUDE REFERENCE TO ARCHITECTURE AND CIVIL ENGINEERING 
 %NHANCING THE )MAGE OF THE 7ORKPLACE
4HE 6OCATIONAL 3KILLS #HAMPION 3ECTOR 3KILLS #OUNCILS AND #AREERS
7ALES NEED TO WORK WITH EMPLOYERS TO HELP PROVIDE BETTER IMAGES OF 
THE WORKPLACE IN VARIOUS SECTORS TO YOUNG PEOPLE
 ,EGISLATIVE &RAMEWORK
4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT SHOULD LEAD ON FURTHER WORK TO SUPPORT 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF GUIDANCE SPECIl C TO 7ALES DRAWING TOGETHER 
THE LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK IMPLICATIONS AND GUIDANCE ON HEALTH
AND SAFETY INSURANCE CHILD PROTECTION BEHAVIOUR ATTENDANCE AND 
EXCLUSION 4HIS IS PARTICULARLY IMPORTANT WHERE LEARNERS  MAY
BE EXPERIENCING PROVISION IN A RANGE OF SETTINGS TAUGHT BE A RANGE OF 
PROFESSIONALS
 6OCATIONAL 1UALIl CATIONS
)N ORDER FOR THERE TO BE CLEAR PROGRESSION ROUTES THROUGH  
EDUCATION AND TRAINING INTO EMPLOYMENT APPRENTICESHIPS FURTHER 
AND HIGHER EDUCATION THE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT WORKING WITH THE
!WARDING "ODIES AND THE 3ECTOR 3KILLS #OUNCILS SHOULD CONSIDER 
HOW EXISTING VOCATIONAL QUALIl CATIONS FOR  AND  YEAR OLDS
CAN BE DEVELOPED AND SUPPLEMENTED TO PROVIDE A STRONG VOCATIONAL 
QUALIl CATIONS ELEMENT WITHIN ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS

 4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT SHOULD CONSIDER THE CREATION OF A 
6OCATIONAL 1UALIl CATIONS 4ASK &ORCE TO LEAD THE DEVELOPMENT AND 
PROMOTION OF 6OCATIONAL 1UALIl CATIONS IN 7ALES AS A KEY ELEMENT 
WITHIN STRATEGIC POLICIES SUCH AS THOSE SET OUT WITHIN 7ALES ! 
"ETTER #OUNTRY 4HE ,EARNING #OUNTRY ! 7INNING 7ALES THE 
3KILLS AND %MPLOYMENT !CTION 0LAN AND ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS 4HE 
4ASK &ORCE SHOULD INCLUDE A WIDE RANGE OF ORGANISATIONS INCLUDING 
AMONGST OTHERS
s 4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT $F4% 3*2 AND %$4	
s 3ECTOR 3KILLS $EVELOPMENT !GENCY
s %,7!
s !##!#
s &FORWM
s 7ELSH 3ECONDARY 3CHOOLS !SSOCIATION
s %MPLOYER 2EPRESENTATION
s 4HE 6OCATIONAL 3KILLS #HAMPION
&5.$).'
 4RANSPARENCY AND 3TRATEGIC #ONTINUITY OF &UNDING
)N ORDER TO SUPPORT THE DEVELOP OF LONGER TERM STRATEGIC PLANS FOR THE
IMPLEMENTATION OF  ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS CLEAR INFORMATION AND 
GUIDANCE ON PRIORITIES FUNDING AND GRANT CONDITIONS FOR THE NEXT 
YEARS SHOULD BE MADE AVAILABLE AS SOON AS POSSIBLE 
!LL FUNDING FOR  ACTIVITIES SHOULD BE MADE CONDITIONAL ON
CONTRIBUTION COLLABORATION AND COOPERATION WITH THE  .ETWORK
AND THE 900 IN DEVELOPING THE OPTION MENUS AND THE PROSPECTUS OF 
ACTIVITIES AS WELL AS THE ,EARNING #OACH FUNCTION AND PERSONAL SUPPORT 
FRAMEWORK AT LOCAL AREA LEVEL IN ORDER TO SECURE A STRATEGIC EFl CIENT 
AND EFFECTIVE APPROACH AND MAXIMISE FUNDING
'RANT CONDITIONS NEED TO REm ECT COMMON FACTORS WITH 2EVENUE 
3UPPORT 'RANT "ETTER 3CHOOLS AND THE .ATIONAL 0LANNING AND 
&UNDING 3YSTEM
'RANT CONDITIONS ALSO NEED TO BE SUFl CIENTLY STRINGENT TO SECURE THE 
IMPLEMENTATION OF ALL ELEMENTS OF ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS AND SUPPORT THE
ELIMINATION OF DUPLICATION

 &UNDING -ECHANISMS
&URTHER WORK NEEDS TO BE UNDERTAKEN TO ENSURE FUNDING MECHANISMS 
CONTINUE TO SUPPORT THIS STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP APPROACH WHEN GRANT 
FUNDING BECOMES MAINSTREAM LIKELY TO BE FROM 	
 %VALUATION
4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT SHOULD WORK WITH  .ETWORKS TO
DEVELOP ROBUST AND RIGOROUS MONITORING AND EVALUATION PROCEDURES TO 
ENSURE EXPENDITURE DRIVES FORWARD THE ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS POLICY AND 
SECURES AND IDENTIl ES THE IMPACT ON ATTAINMENT SKILLS PARTICIPATION
AND INCLUSION HEALTH AND WELL BEING ATTITUDES AND VALUES
4HIS WILL NEED TO INCLUDE ASSURANCE THAT ADDITIONAL FUNDING IS ADDING
VALUE TO EXISTING EXPENDITURE AND SUPPORTING CHANGE TO MAINSTREAM 
ORGANISATIONS TO REm ECT THE INCREASED CHOICE AND m EXIBILITY FOR LEARNERS
#/--5.)#!4)/.
 #OMMUNICATION 3TRATEGY
4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT SHOULD WORK WITH  .ETWORKS TO
DEVELOP A COMPREHENSIVE COMMUNICATIONS STRATEGY TO MARKET 
 ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS TO YOUNG PEOPLE LECTURERS TEACHERS 
PARENTS TRAINING PROVIDERS EMPLOYERS ELECTED MEMBERS AND 
GOVERNING BODIES
&UNKY $RAGON YOUTH FORUMS AND SCHOOLS COUNCILS WILL HAVE AN
IMPORTANT ROLE IN THIS AS WELL AS #AREERS 7ALES /NLINE AND #,)# THE 
NATIONAL INFORMATION AND ADVICE PROJECT
4HE l RST STAGE IN THIS STRATEGY WILL BE A $6$ EXPLAINING THE
IMPLICATIONS OF  ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS TO PRACTITIONERS AND A LEAm ET 
FOR GENERAL INFORMATION TO ALL WILL BE MADE AVAILABLE
 9OUNG 0EOPLE
4HE !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT SHOULD CONTINUE TO WORK DIRECTLY WITH
YOUNG PEOPLE TO ENSURE  ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS MEET THEIR NEEDS
!LL PARTNERS WILL BE ACTIVELY ENCOURAGED TO INVOLVE LEARNERS IN ALL
ASPECTS OF PROVISION TO ACHIEVE LEARNER FOCUSED ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS
 $ISSEMINATING 'OOD 0RACTICE
 ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS #ONFERENCES TO BE HELD IN .ORTH AND 
3OUTH 7ALES ON ST AND TH $ECEMBER  RESPECTIVELY TO 
SHOWCASE ,EARNING #OACH AND ,EARNING #ORE THE NEXT PHASE 
OF THE  ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS GUIDANCE THIS REPORT AND THE 
COMMUNICATIONS STRATEGY


#ONCLUSION
  &OLLOWING PUBLICATION OF THIS REPORT IT SHOULD BE PROGRESSED THROUGH THE 
INTERNAL POLICY PROCESSES OF THE .ATIONAL !SSEMBLY FOR 7ALES
 4HE REPORT SHOULD ALSO BE CONSIDERED AT REGIONAL CONFERENCES TO BE HELD 
IN .ORTH AND 3OUTH 7ALES IN $ECEMBER  IN ORDER FOR STAKEHOLDERS TO BE
CONSULTED ON THE RECOMMENDATIONS WITHIN THE REPORT
  &OLLOWING THESE PROCESSES THE -INISTER FOR %DUCATION AND ,IFELONG
,EARNING SHOULD APPROVE AN ACTION PLAN SETTING OUT HOW l NALISED
RECOMMENDATIONS WILL BE IMPLEMENTED


$EPUTY -INISTERS  MEETINGS
-ONDAY TH *ANUARY 
s  -EETING WITH #OMMUNITY AND 9OUTH 7ORKERS 5NION
s  -EETING WITH &UNKY $RAGON
4UESDAY TH *ANUARY 
s  !TTENDED .UFl ELD  #ONFERENCE
4HURSDAY TH &EBRUARY 
s  -EETING WITH $93'
-ONDAY ST &EBRUARY 
s  -EETING WITH #AREERS 7ALES
s  -EETING WITH %,7A
4HURSDAY TH &EBRUARY 
s  -EETING WITH (IGHER %DUCATION 7ALES
7EDNESDAY ND -ARCH 
s  !TTENDED THE 900 #OORDINATORS MEETING
4UESDAY TH -ARCH  
s  -EETING WITH 3ECTOR 3KILLS #OUNCIL 7ALES
7EDNESDAY TH -ARCH 
s  -EETING WITH &UNKY $RAGON
4HURSDAY TH -ARCH 
s  -EETING WITH #ARMARTHENSHIRE  .ETWORK
&RIDAY TH -ARCH 
s  -EETING WITH 0OWYS  .ETWORK
-ONDAY TH -ARCH
s  6ISIT TO 3T $AVIDS 3IXTH &ORM #OLLEGE #ARDIFF TO VIEW THE 
3TUDENT )NDIVIDUAL ,EARNING #OACH 3),#	
!NNEX 

7EDNESDAY TH -ARCH 
s  -EETING WITH .EWPORT  .ETWORK
s  6ISIT -ENTOR  3UCCESS PROJECT .EWPORT
s  -EETING WITH -ONMOUTHSHIRE  .ETWORK
-ONDAY ST -ARCH 
s  -EETING WITH #YNON 6ALLEY  #ONSORTIUM
s  -EETING WITH 7ALES 'OVERNORS !SSOCIATION !'- #AERPHILLY "RANCH
4HURSDAY TH !PRIL 
s  -EETING WITH 4ORFAEN #OUNTY "OROUGH #OUNCIL
-ONDAY TH !PRIL 
s  -EETING WITH -ERTHYR 4YDl L  .ETWORK
s  -EETING WITH 2HONDDA #YNON 4AFF  .ETWORK
s  -EETING WITH "RIDGEND  .ETWORK
4UESDAY TH !PRIL  
s  -EETING WITH #HILDREN IN 7ALES
7EDNESDAY TH !PRIL  
s  -EETING WITH %STYN
4HURSDAY TH !PRIL 
s  6ISIT TO 9SGOL 9 #REUDDYN #OLWYN "AY TO MEET WITH STAFF AND PUPILS 
INVOLVED WITH THE PILOT SOCIAL CARE PROJECT
s  -EETING WITH #ONWY  .ETWORK
s  -EETING WITH !NGLESEY  .ETWORK
s  -EETING WITH 'WYNEDD  .ETWORK
-ONDAY TH !PRIL 
s  -EETING WITH &FORWM
7EDNESDAY TH !PRIL  
s  -EETING WITH 2.)"
4HURSDAY ST !PRIL  
s  -EETING WITH $ENBIGHSHIRE  .ETWORK
s  -EETING WITH &LINTSHIRE  .ETWORK
s  -EETING WITH 7REXHAM  .ETWORK
&RIDAY ND !PRIL 
s  -EETING WITH #AREERS 7ALES .ORTH 7EST

-ONDAY TH !PRIL 
s  -EETING WITH #ARDIFF  .ETWORK
s  -EETING WITH #AERPHILLY  .ETWORK
4HURSDAY TH !PRIL  
s  -EETING WITH 6ALE OF 'LAMORGAN  .ETWORK
s  -EETING WITH 4ORFAEN  .ETWORK
s  -EETING WITH "LAENAU 'WENT  .ETWORK
-ONDAY TH -AY 
s  -EETING WITH %,7A AND PRESENTATION ON  ISSUES
4HURSDAY TH -AY  
s  !TTENDED ,EARNING #OACHES 7ORKSHOP 3OUTH 7ALES GROUP
-ONDAY RD -AY 
s  -EETING WITH #EREDIGION  .ETWORK
4UESDAY TH -AY 
s  -EETING WITH 0EMBROKESHIRE  .ETWORK
7EDNESDAY TH *UNE  
s  -EETING WITH #AREERS 7ALES
s  -EETING WITH 9OUNG #OOPERATIVES
-ONDAY TH *UNE 
s  -EETING WITH !##!#
s  6ISIT 3T #YRES 3CHOOL 0ENARTH TO VIEW THE 7ELSH "ACCALAUREATE 
IN PRACTICE
4HURSDAY RD *UNE  
s  -EETING WITH  ,EARNING 0ATHWAYS /VERARCHING 'ROUP 7REXHAM
4UESDAY TH *UNE 
s  3ECTOR 3KILLS #OUNCIL MEETING n 3KILLSFAST
&RIDAY ST *ULY 
s  "RIDGEND ##%4
.UMEROUS MEETINGS WITH 7ELSH !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT 0OLICY /Fl CIALS AND 
WITH THE 3PECIAL !DVISOR FOR %DUCATION AND ,IFELONG ,EARNING HAVE TAKEN PLACE 
THROUGHOUT THIS PERIOD


)TS !BOUT 9OU
%XTENDING %NTITLEMENT  &OR 9OUNG 0EOPLE !GED  IN 7ALES
4HE 7ELSH !SSEMBLY 'OVERNMENT WANTS EVERY YOUNG PERSON IN 7ALES AGED
 TO HAVE THE SAME RIGHTS OR ENTITLEMENTS THINGS YOU ARE ALLOWEDSHOULD
HAVEHAVE A RIGHT TO	 2IGHTS COME WITH RESPONSIBILITIES n FOR ADULTS AND FOR YOU 
AS A YOUNG PERSON 4HE THINGS THE !SSEMBLY THINKS YOU SHOULD BE ENTITLED TO
ARE OPPORTUNITIES AND CHOICE 
  9OUR 2IGHTS
A  4O LEARN WHAT YOUR RIGHTS ARE AND UNDERSTAND THEM
B  -AKE SURE YOU ARE ABLE TO CLAIM THEM AND TO UNDERSTAND AND ACCEPT 
THE RESPONSIBILITIES ARISING FROM THEM
   "EING (EARD
)T IS YOUR RIGHT TO HAVE THE OPPORTUNITY TO BE INVOLVED IN MAKING DECISIONS
PLANNING AND REVIEWING AN ACTION THAT MIGHT AFFECT YOU (AVING A VOICE HAVING 
A CHOICE EVEN IF YOU DONT MAKE THE DECISION YOURSELF 9OUR VOICE YOUR CHOICE
  &EELING 'OOD
4O FEEL CONl DENT AND FEEL GOOD ABOUT YOURSELF
  %DUCATION  %MPLOYMENT
A  4O BE ABLE TO LEARN ABOUT THINGS THAT INTEREST AND AFFECT YOU
B 4O ENJOY THE JOB THAT YOU DO
C  4O GET INVOLVED IN THE ACTIVITIES THAT YOU ENJOY INCLUDING LEISURE MUSIC 
SPORT AND EXERCISE ART HOBBIES AND CULTURAL ACTIVITIES
!NNEX 

   4AKING 0ART'ETTING )NVOLVED
4O BE INVOLVED IN VOLUNTEERING AND TO BE ACTIVE IN YOUR COMMUNITY
   "EING )NDIVIDUAL
A 4O BE TREATED WITH RESPECT AND AS AN EQUAL BY EVERYONE 
B 4O BE RECOGNISED FOR WHAT YOU HAVE TO CONTRIBUTE AND OF YOUR 
ACHIEVEMENTS
C  4O CELEBRATE WHAT YOU ACHIEVE
  %ASY !CCESS
%ASY ACCESS IN GETTING THE BEST SERVICES THAT YOU SHOULD HAVE LOCALLY AND
NATIONALLY AND TO HAVE SOMEONE AVAILABLE TO HELP YOU l ND THEM
  (EALTH  7ELLBEING 
4O LEAD A HEALTHY LIFE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